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Welcome from the Head of Health Informatics Service - Ian Wakeford
Welcome to our Annual Report. The report sets out our achievements during 2009/10 and gives an insight
into the inner workings of our organisation.
2009/10 for the Health Informatics Service (HIS) was a year when we did exceptionally well, promoting ourselves as a
professional IT service and building upon our successes in previous years. Service levels, project delivery and
partnership working have all been excellent and our customers have enjoyed our robust products and services.
During the last year we have gradually repositioned HIS to operate as direct competition to other commercial IT
service providers, enabling us to stay ahead of the game by allowing us to demonstrate value to our customers in a
world of political uncertainty around NHS IM&T. This clarity about where we want to be and how we want to operate
has confirmed to the local health community that the HIS mode of operation gives them the assurances they need and
demonstrates to them excellent value for money. Our reputation for ‘delivery’ has also grown and we have attracted
more business this year than ever before. This year looks better than ever for potential new business and
clients.
Looking to the future and our major client base, the NHS and other public sector bodies are facing huge
financial challenges, but ironically this creates fantastic opportunities for HIS, as our flexibility can offer
effective and efficient services that other public sector parties will no doubt turn to.
I am very proud of our staff and HIS has had a really good buzz to it last year, despite all the challenges
that we had supporting the NHS. I think we have raised our game in recognising our staff’s achievements
and also making HIS more than just a place to work, but a fun place to work. I’d like to thank all the
people who raise money for charity in HIS, organise staff events and generally make HIS a place you can
feel that you have made a difference working for.

Support		
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Projects

IT Infrastructure

Back-office Services

Training		

Development

Service Desk Accreditation
We have reason to feel very proud of our Service Desk and our service management processes in HIS. On 28 January 2010 we
were accredited to National Connecting for Health standards and now have ‘Accredited Service Desk’ status. This allows us to
stop using the Connecting for Health National Service Desk when logging incidents about CfH products and go straight to the
suppliers, i.e. CSC, Atos Origin (Choose and Book), BT and CfH themselves. This is a fantastic achievement as we have joined an
exclusive club of only 30 other desks that have this status in England.

“

I have received a really good
service from IT. Thank you.

“
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Joining HIS – Peter Cartwright
Coming from the ‘dark side’ (e-Commerce commercial sector background), I am relatively new to the
NHS and the public sector as a whole. Prior to my current role within HIS as Primary Care IT Project
Manager, I spent a brief period within UHL Radiology IT. This role gave me the opportunity to
break into the health sector, as the NHS for me presents new challenges, learning opportunities
and personal development within an entirely new field of operation.
My background covers infrastructure management and associated projects (e.g. websites with
70 servers), Problem and Incident Management (European and Global), and project
management of IT projects such as Document Management, Web Development and Computer
Telephony Integration.
Previously I had not quite appreciated the breadth of diversity within the NHS as service provider,
employer across multiple disciplines, departments and organisations.
Within the commercial sector my mindset has been about improving profitability through technology for efficiency gains; driving online
sales and marketing; improving product search; online promotions; developing and improving customer services and differentiating from
ones competitors. These drivers supporting the profit motive clearly focus and bind a commercial organisation. Quite different in the NHS
which has multiple organisations to co-ordinate to provide the customer care and services. No doubt the NHS has efficiency opportunities
but consensus and driving forces are an entirely different challenge. Here in Health Informatics I have found the culture to be supportive,
positive and strongly customer service oriented. It was really great to see much of the department celebrating its successes in the recent
HIS awards.
It’s been a great year in which I have been able to gain experience and appreciation of working practice and systems across Leicestershire
hospitals and now similarly within the PCT within the city and county GP practices. During server rollouts, migrating practices to PCARE
domain and supporting SystmOne migrations, the support from colleagues and the team spirit has been brilliant and appreciated. We live
in interesting times and I feel this culture will see HIS staff in good stead.
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Infrastructure
Network uptime / reliability – 99%
Major Project Successes – the move of the entire email system to Exchange 2007.
Enhanced Wireless Security. Developed and deployed our own In-House Telephony solution.
Total number of VPN users: 1,847.
No of spam emails filtered – 8% of total inbound email = 80,000/yr.
Total Blackberry users: 744.
Total number of network items monitored 24x7 by Infrastructure Department: 1,034.

Business Administration and Finance
Handled 3,493 orders to a total value of £6,858,587.59.
Total organisational turnover in September 2010 of £8.5m.
161 staff employed within HIS.
12,500 end users.
400 buildings supported.
7,500 installed PCs.

“

Excellent service! Well done all of you.

“
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Community Health Project Managers
The department has eight Project Managers who are all qualified PRINCE2 Practitioner level, with a collective 85 years’ experience in
Community and Mental Health services.
The department has successfully deployed, process engineered, change managed and coordinated the training of Connecting for
Health, locally procured and locally developed products to over 3,500 users during the last financial year.
In addition to project delivery the department has supplied project consultancy and assisted with a wide ranging variety of project
briefs, business cases and strategies for project approach. The department also has specialist experience in rescuing failing and
out-of-scope projects for customers, ensuring that the business objectives are successfully met.
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Project Achievements
NHS LC
Bridge Park Plaza SystmOne: HIS assisted the service by re-engineering process, procedures and configuration and assisted the
department to a stable position, where the system’s true potential could be realised.

NHS LCR
Wristband Project: the only PCT in the NHS East Midlands area to have implemented barcoded wristbands in all hospitals by the DoH
compliance notice date.
Discharge Summary Project: an electronic discharge summary is ready for use at community hospitals. Further deployments await the
completion of similar projects in UHL and LPT. Nationally only 7% of trusts achieved the capability to send a discharge summary directly to GPs
within the DoH directive.
Ormis Project: a successful implementation of an NPfIT product which attracted an interesting article in the local press.
SystmOne Community Nursing Project: a successful implementation of an NPfIT product and a project which due to its size had taken two
years. Currently this product is being expanded and exploited by a permanent change manager, who is achieving very encouraging results.

LPT
Service User Internet Access: during 2009/10 all inpatient and day-care settings within LPT’s estate have had facilities installed to allow service
users the ability to access internet facilities, allowing them to access their networking sites and others conducive to their care pathway. This
work was initiated on the back of feedback from the service user feedback forums and directly responds to their needs and requirements. HIS
has worked with the Trust’s project manager to achieve this goal.
Mobile Working Pilot: in line with the Trust implementation of ‘locality working’ and the desire to introduce more flexible working
arrangements, the Trust has successfully piloted full mobile working within Learning Disability Services. Combining both procedural and
operational change with the introduction of modern flexible technology, the service has embraced the potential and plans for future rollout are
being developed.
Flood-Wireless: to assist with the coverage of network availability, HIS and the Trust has installed over 75 wireless access points county-wide to
allow staff to ‘drop-in’ to work at any equipped LPT base.
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Primary Care Project Management
The core team within the department consists of five Project Managers, four of whom are Prince Practitioner qualified, and four of
whom also won Customer Services Awards in the 2010 HIS Awards event.
Thirty-three successful implementations of SystmOne to General Practice.
Handling the IM&T implications of the establishment of three new practices.
Leicester’s deployment programme for TPP SystmOne has been acknowledged by NHS East Midlands as the fastest in the East
Midlands.
One of our local GPs commented that he had been “impressed by the degree of planning that had gone into this transfer…”
Implementation of electronic pathology requesting from the local hospitals lab, for all practices who wished to participate (137).
Replacement of 34 practice servers and 630 PCs. The infrastructure work has brought three quarters of all practices onto a centralised
management model, allowing for far greater control over security and confidentiality.

“

I was impressed by the degree of planning
that had gone into this transfer…
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Primary Care Project Management
a Personal Review - Jane Ratcliffe
In 2009 I had my 50th birthday. Upon reaching a BSc (Hons) Degree in my 50th year, few can
appreciate the enormous sense of personal achievement I felt and the gratitude I have for
those who made it possible for me to pull it off.
In particular, I was heartily thankful to my supportive workplace colleagues at Leicestershire
HIS and specifically my line manager, and the Head of IT, for allowing me in the first place to
commence the course and also the time to study around an extremely busy and tight work
schedule. Prior to commencing the degree course, I was working for HIS taking on a recently
structured post in 2002 of Primary Care IT Project Manager.
During this time, I had attended numerous non-certificated courses and conferences to
develop my knowledge and skills in support of my role, for example the TPP SystmOne Train-the-trainer course. Academically, I
achieved certificates in ILM Level 2 in Team Leadership, the ECDL and NCFE Foundation level assessment Choose and
Book – train-the-trainer certificate, Prince2 Foundation and Prince2 Practitioner. All of which have kept me on a learning curve
signposting my development towards the ultimate aim of achieving a degree in Health Informatics.
The function of the Primary Care IT Project Management team is to provide specialist advice and support across a wide range of
IM&T issues within the Leicestershire area and to assist in the implementation of the Modernisation agenda. My Project
Management Team and its work stream is one strand of the HIS department. Dealing mainly with Primary Care IT, we manage the
changes required by high-level projects and lead on individual projects, such as GPSoC implementation and SystmOne
deployments.
Like me, my team colleagues each have their own specialist knowledge in areas such as systems; networking; codes of practice;
patient registration; IT; and finance. Working together, we routinely share our individual knowledge and skills, regularly mentoring
each other in certain areas of best practice, which makes us a very effective and successful team in HIS.
In conclusion to my studies, I realised that it may often become too easy to be overwhelmed by the constant stream of
‘improvements’ and technological innovations. However, it is how people react to change and how we learn from what went before
us that is of fundamental importance to project success and, most importantly, work does not get done by projects; it gets done by
people – people like me.
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Information and Systems Development
Our strong Data Warehousing, Information Delivery and Web Development teams provide solutions and support, not only to the Leicestershire health
community, but to other regional and national clients such as National Kidney Care, National Diabetes, Lincolnshire PCT, Nottingham PCT, and some non NHS
organisations such as Leicester City Council and Rutland County Council. The teams reinforce their alignment with local PCT and national strategies, particularly
in supporting the areas of commissioning and contract management.

Data Warehousing
Some highlights for 2009/10 are:
East Midlands Collaborative Commissioning And Procurement (EMPACT) Project
HIS Data Warehousing and Information Delivery support this East Midlands-wide project by providing an integrated business
intelligence solution developed using the local expertise. The project has successfully progressed from the initial proof of
concept stage and will be used by eight PCTs in the region and by the East Midlands Specialised Commissioning Group.
ORMIS Project
The Trust Integration Engine (TIE), which integrates the iSoft Clinicom PAS with the CSCA ORMIS system, was developed and
supported by HIS Data Warehousing team.
SMS Reminders
Using an internally developed system we remind patients of their appointments at Leicestershire
Community Heath Service clinics and also booked Therapy sessions. A pilot is under way to
send appointment reminders for the Leicestershire Partnership Trust.
Public Health Baseline Data Project
Automation of processes to generate baseline data for public health resulted in a streamlined
and efficient system that could be reused each year with minimal manual intervention.
SystmOne Datamart
This datamart will extract, transform and load data from SystmOne for reporting and analysis.
East Midlands Specialised Commissioning Group (EMSCG)
Data Warehouse support to obtain data from nine PCTs in East Midlands area and flag up and cost
activities commissioned by the EMSCG.
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Information and Systems Development
Information Delivery
Cassius Reporting Suite					
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Delivering acute information to GP practices - 150 practices
with 280 trained users and over 100 PCT staff involved with
practice-based commissioning containing hundreds of
automated reports.

Helios
								
								
								
								

Capturing GP Practice Provider Services data populating
and reporting back to Cassius within 24 hours. Currently 56
GP Practice Provider Services with 145 different users 		
utilising the system.
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Hera					

							

						
								

Delivering several streams of information requirements to LCR and
LCPCT Staff. Currently being used by 56 different users in over 10
different directorates.

Information Delivery Application (IDA)
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Delivering Children’s Community Health Services with a file
tracking and information enquiry solution and delivering GP
Practices with their bimonthly PBC survey. Currently used by over
500 users with approximately 50,000 hits a month.

Touchpaper Reporting
								
							

Delivering performance
information internally within HIS.
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Information and Systems Development
Web Development
LPT and other highlights
LPT Staff Census Application
Designed, developed and made live. Allows update of this Trust’s Electonic Staff Records.
Intranet Directory Update and Directory Search Functions
These allow end users to search for and update their records stored in Active Directory via web front end.
SharePoint Intranet/Internet Sites
Numerous sites deployed.
Website Accessibility Standards
Development of above legally required accessibility standards, e.g. introduction of voice synthesising software
support, background/text colour changing, text re-sizing etc.

NHS LC highlights
GP Practice Websites
More than 50 Content Management sites designed, developed and made live.
  
Pharmacy First Application
Piloted secure RSA/DMZ based application that allows 65 city pharmacists to treat patients with minor alignments
without having to go to their GPs first. The application holds Patient Identifiable II data and uses two factor
authentication and is the first of its concept in use within Leicestershire.
NICE Guidelines Application
Designed, developed and made live. Used for tracking/project management of implementation/status of NICE
Guidelines across various sectors.
Choices Sexual Health Internet Site
Designed and developed.
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NHS Leicester City - website

Leicestershire County and Rutland PCT - website

www.leicestercity.nhs.uk

www.lcr.nhs.uk

Leicestershire Partnership NHS Trust - website

www.leicspt.nhs.uk
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Information and Systems Development
Web Development
NHS LCR highlights
GP Intranet Site (Donut)
Web Team nominated for ICE - Innovation in Commissioning - ‘Success in Partnership 		
Award’ for their design and development.
Web Team members as part of the Donut Team won ICE - Innovation in Commissioning 		
‘Innovation and Information Award’ for their design and development.
Pandemic Flu Line
Web Team members as part of the Pandemic Flu Line Team won ICE - Innovation in 		
Commissioning ‘Rallying Resources Award’ for their design and development.
Wristband Application
Deployed across community hospitals. This fulfilled a national requirement for
standardised barcoded wrist bands.
East Midlands Burns Network Internet Site
Designed and developed.
East Midlands Specialist Commissioning Group Internet site
Designed, developed and made live.
Leicestershire Nutrition and Dietetics Service Internet Site
Designed and developed.

“

HIS always provides a fast and effective service.
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Service Delivery - Security Rated Risks
Security risks logged by month - FY 2009 -10
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* Virus Outbreak
During April 2009 there was a large virus outbreak that HIS found through a combination of pro-active monitoring and
user-reported incidents. HIS has subsequently changed the virus control software in use across all areas of its customer base
which has now resulted in large reduction in virus infections.
** Kingston Memory Stick Recall
Following reports of a security flaw in the design of the Kingston Encrypted Memory Sticks supplied by HIS, an immediate
recall programme was put in place to ask customers to return their memory sticks for a free replacement.
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Service Delivery – Incidents Logged
Total incidents logged
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446 132

Service Delivery – Primary Care Incidents Logged
GPSoC

Non-GPSoC
22053

12977
8993
6013

LEICESTERSHIRE COUNTY & RUTLAND PCT

LEICESTER CITY PCT

“

What a friendly and helpful team.

“
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PC Replacement Statistics
Centralised PC replacement programme
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“

The issue that needed looking at was perhaps a little out
of the ordinary but it was dealt with politely and efficiently.
I was provided with an explanation of why the problem
may have occurred and how it would be resolved.
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Service Delivery
			

SLA performance summary

Account activity performance

Logged Incidents

Ave % breach

Total

66,610

3.12

New users

2,871

Ser1

1,370

1.49

Remove users

748

Migrate users

340

RA01 chip and pin new cards

2,150

RA02 chip and pin role ammendments

1,013

RA03 remove/replace chip and pin cards

681

VPN new user requests

490

Phone answering performance
Total

Calls taken

Calls lost %

120,859

3.2

Security incidents recorded

Total activity

Total activity
All flagged incidents

489
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Service Desk telephone performance over year, FY 2009-10
(total 120,859 calls and average 3.2% loss)
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Lost %

Month
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Patient Registration and Screening Services
Screening Office
124,946 Cervical Screening invite & reminder letters were issued in 09/10 to women aged 25-64 registered in Leicester,
Leicestershire & Rutland. In the same time period we issued 71,867 result letters to women who attended for a test.
The Breast Screening office provided the Leicestershire Breast Screening Service (LBSS) at Glenfield Hospital with 72
specified screening batches containing the details of 40,354 women eligible for a breast screening invitation in the
50-70 year age range.
Registration Department
473,186 registrations were processed, relating to registrations at General Practices in Leicester, Leicestershire
and Rutland.
120,449 medical cards were issued.
110,132 medical record transactions handled.
1,317 members of the public were assisted and assigned to a GP, as they were unable to find voluntary
registrations.
The department follow stringent guidelines to manage duplicate records, and this has reduced the duplicate
registration figure from 20,967 in 2004, to 6,196 in 2009. This is from a patient population of just over
1,064,000 in Leicester, Leicestershire and Rutland.
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Training - Statistics and Satisfaction Feedback
For the seventh year running we have achieved standard accreditation status with the Institute of IT Training
and we are committed to providing the best possible service to you, our customers, while achieving the
highest standard of conduct.
FACEON
This year sees us launch our new FACEON (Fight Against Child Exploitation Online Networks) course. This
half-day session is aimed at raising awareness of child exploitation and online protection. It will help
delegates to understand the risk to children while online and will provide practical advice on how to
protect themselves and children when on the web.
Satisfaction feedback
• 97% of those attending training said that their personal aims and objectives were met.
• 95% advised that their training session was pitched at the right level.
• 98% of staff told us that the trainers’ knowledge of the subject was good or excellent.
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Training Statistics
Amount of delegates trained 2009 - 2010
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5
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Clinical training

Microsoft Office training

Soft Skills training

HIS Celebration of Achievement Award Ceremony
January 2010 saw the first HIS Celebration of Achievement Award ceremony. Staff who had
completed personal development courses were congratulated at a special ceremony at
Charnwood Mill, Barrow upon Soar, Leicester.

“

The awards presented on 19 January included PRINCE2 Foundation and
Practitioner, and ILM qualifications.

“

You don’t know what skills you
haven’t got until you get them.

“

PRINCE2 Foundation was one of the
hardest courses I’ve done, but also
one of the most rewarding.

“ “

The ILM Award in Team Leading
helped me get a new job.

“
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HIS Awards 2009/10
HIS celebrates once a year by holding a HIS Awards night to reward departments, teams and individual staff members with
acknowledgement of their hard work and commitment for providing a great service.
The HIS Award Year 2009 night was held on 27 March 2010 at the Tigers Ground in Leicester. After finishing a four course meal, the
award ceremony began with Ian Wakeford acting as host and announcing each award, the nominations and calling for the
winner to collect their award and voucher from the stage.
The Awards nights are celebrated by all of HIS and enjoyed at the start of every year, to look back on achievements and hard work
over the previous year.
Winners of each nomination for the HIS Awards 2009/10 are as follows:
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Departmental Colleague Awards:

Departmental Managers’ Awards:

Patient Registration and Screening – Teresa Dacey
Service Delivery – Steve Fox
GP Project Managers – Jaz Dhinsa
Workforce Development and Communications– Ian Maslin
Project Managers – James Woodcock
IT Support – Claire Bigg
Web Development and
Data Warehousing – Sharon Smith
Infrastructure – Pat Bache

Patient Registration and Screening – Teresa Dacey
Service Delivery – Sandip Kaul
GP Project Managers – Jane Ratcliffe
Workforce Development and Communications – Julie Jones
Project Managers – Sabera Mulla
IT Support – Mo Karolia
Web Development and Data Warehousing – Mark Timms
Infrastructure – Mitesh Parmar

Over and Above the Call of Duty Award:
Infrastructure – Mitesh Parmar

Partnership Working Awards:
Workforce Development and Communications - Julie Jones
Infrastructure – John Walwyn
IT Support – Rob Kettle
Service Delivery – Sandip Kaul

Unsung Hero Award:
Service Desk – Faiza Juma

Customer Service Award Winner:
Smita Tailor

Department of the Year:
Service Delivery

HIS Employee of the Year Award:
Infrastructure – Mitesh Parmar
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Tel: 0116 295 3500
Email: info@leics-his.nhs.uk
Website: www.leics-his.nhs.uk

Leicestershire and Rutland Health Informatics Service
Gwendolen House
Gwendolen Road
Leicester
LE5 4QF

